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Course Summary
1: Seismic Basics (8:30 - 8:45am) 

This introductory session provides an overview of liquefaction basics, terminologies, and overall framework of existing 

methodologies in evaluating susceptibility of soils to liquefaction and cyclic softening. 

2: Field Sampling (8:45 - 9:00am) 

Laboratory testing programs provide valuable data on cyclic soil response. The first step to obtaining high-quality laboratory 

data is collecting quality field samples. This session will provide an overview of state-of-the-practice procedures for 

collecting intact soil samples for laboratory testing and evaluation of sample disturbance. 

3: Data Archive of Cyclic and Post-Cyclic Shear Test Results on Silt-Rich Transitional Soils (9:00 - 9:45am) 

This session provides an overview of a newly developed database of over 450 static, cyclic, and post-cyclic laboratory tests 

on predominantly silt-rich (transitional) soils. The dynamic responses of these soils typically lie between, or transitions from, 

“sand-like” behavior and “clay-like” behavior. The database has been established with laboratory data and supporting 

documentation from geotechnical project reports and applied research investigations for soil units from over 40 sites in 

Pacific Northwest, British Columbia, and Alaska. The database consists of the results of predominantly Direct Simple Shear 

(DSS) tests with supplementary data from Triaxial compression (TX) tests. This session aims to present the trends and 

relationships observed in the data focusing on (i) evaluation of the progressive accumulation of cyclically induced shear 

strain and cyclic shear resistances in stress-controlled tests, (ii) generation of excess pore pressures in strain-controlled 

tests, and (iii) post-cyclic stress-strain-strength behavior and (iv) post-cyclic one-dimensional volumetric strains.  

Break (9:45-10:00am) 

4: CPT Interpretation and Limitations in the PacNW (10:00 - 11:30am) 

The Cone Penetration Test (CPT) provides valuable in situ data for evaluating soil stratigraphy and geotechnical design 

parameters, including seismic parameters. This session will present a background for CPT testing and methods of data 

interpretation. Additionally, the session will address the limitations of evaluating geotechnical parameters from the CPT in 

the silt-rich soils of the Pacific Northwest, where most methods for CPT data interpretation were developed for either 

drained penetration in clean sands or undrained penetration in normal clays. An overview of recent research from the silt 

database that aims to address these limitations by pairing cyclic laboratory test results with accompanying CPT data will be 

presented. 

30 Minute Panel Session for Questions (11:30am - 12:00pm) 

45 Minute Lunch (12:00-12:45 pm) 
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Course Summary Continued:
5: Dynamic In-situ and Cyclic Laboratory Responses of Nonplastic and Plastic Silt Soils (12:45  - 2:00pm) 

This session will provide an overview of findings regarding the dynamic and cyclic behavior of the nonplastic and plastic silt 

soils in Southwest Washington and Western Oregon developed at Oregon State University over the last five years. Topics 

include an examination of existing liquefaction susceptibility criteria and a means for reliably quantifying liquefaction 

susceptibility, typical hysteretic responses and cyclic resistance, and corresponding post-cyclic strengths and volumetric 

strains. Relationships for estimating shear modulus reduction and damping curves, cyclic resistance ratios, and cyclic 

strength ratios will be presented. The response of two silt deposits with differing plasticity to seismic energy will be 

examined with a focus on excess pore pressure generation and shear modulus degradation, as well as the effects of partial 

drainage and excess pore pressure migration on dynamic behavior. The similarities and differences between field and 

laboratory responses will be examined. Attendees will have gained stronger familiarity with available laboratory test 

methods and their limitations, field testing methods, and the influence of stress history and plasticity on typical dynamic 

and cyclic responses. 

6: Considerations for Planning a Cyclic Laboratory Test Program (2:00-2:15pm) 

This session provides recommendations for planning and executing a cyclic laboratory test program to inform design within 

SHANSEP principles, including the selection of a consolidation protocol, the implications for and differences between the 

use of a cyclic failure criterion versus the number of loading cycles to be applied for a given seismic hazard, selection of 

cyclic stress ratios and the number of loading cycles, and principles of post-cyclic testing and use for application to practice. 

Break (2:15 - 2:30pm) 

7: Modeling  - Appropriate Inputs & Interpretation (2:30 - 3:30pm) 

Estimating the seismic response and permanent seismic deformation of sites that include low-plasticity silt deposits is a 

young and developing field. In comparison to modeling the behavior of liquefiable sands, the approaches, and potential 

pitfalls, of evaluating silt deposits is less well understood across the profession. Current approaches for modeling key 

behaviors of silts will be discussed with an emphasis placed on the use of the PM4Silt model and the numerical solver 

FLAC. Best practices will be reviewed including those related to selecting appropriate input parameters, calibrating 

constitutive models (e.g., PM4Silt), and the need parametric study. Typical modeling estimates will be presented and 

evaluated for reasonableness. 

8: Case Histories (3:30  - 4:00pm) 

Accounting for the seismic behavior of low-plasticity silt has become increasingly important in both evaluation and design 

efforts in the Pacific NW. Several case histories will be briefly presented with a focus on the analysis techniques used and 

resulting conclusions.   

30 Minute Panel Session for Questions (4:00  - 4:30pm) 
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Parking Garages

Event Location
TBA

The event will be held in room TBA of the Portland State University. Attendees can pay for daily
parking at any of the nearby parking lots and garages, including the three parking garages
highlighted below. Please remember to remove all valuables from your vehicle.
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